Known to historians as the Artemision, this giant Greek temple was a wonder in its time, not just because of its size but because of its beautiful decoration and statuary. Other temples were built hoping to emulate its beauty, but none ever really achieved the same notoriety as the Artemision. This quote was written by Antipater of Sidon, “But when I saw the sacred house of Artemis that towers to the clouds, the [other Wonders] were placed in the shade, for the Sun himself has never looked upon its equal outside Olympus.”
Directions for building the
The temple of ARTEMIS
at Ephesus

Score all folds before building.
Build interior as shown and attach the floor.
Attach the roof to the interior
Attach the temple front to the roof front. Slightly bend out the stairs.

Similarly attach south side to roof, front and at stairs. Repeat with back and north side.
Mount to base for display.